Bayesian Model
Given the observation data D, to estimate a shape S from the data, we use MAP:
, |
: prior distribution (shape constraints) | : conditional probability of (matching degree between and ). : distance between ideal surface and the result . It is defined as the surface distance between and the one extracted from .
: prior regularization of . Here we propose to use spatial and temporal smoothness constraints of the serial surfaces .
Step 1: optimize R by fixing S ← , / ,
Step 2: optimize by fixing .
Re-assign each slice to the th phase that gives the minimal energy function
The Algorithm Results
Experiments:
Datasets: 39 patients scanned using Philips Pinnacle in helical mode in the Department of Radiation Oncology;
Number of slices per-scan is 1330;
Voxel-size: 1.17mm 1.17mm 3.0mm
Data transferred to our workstation (Win 7, Intel i7 2.3GHz 8GB)
The results were compared with:
1. Carnes et al: Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) method (a slice-byslice matching) 2. Surrogate: Original respiratory belt-based reconstruction from Pinnacle. 
Average smoothness measures of 39 subjects
Physicians also manually evaluated the reconstruction results, and the number of
